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A b s t r a c t — The purpose of this study was to estimate the
specifity of saliva crystallization in comorbid pathology of
digestive and cardiovascular systems. We collected saliva
from 35 patients with coronary artery disease, 48 patients with ulcer disease and 112 patients - with their combination.
The features of self and initiated crystallization in the
patients of all groups were evaluated using a specialized
system of semi-quantitative parameters. It was stated that
the crystallograms of comorbid patients are characterized
by a clearly visible predominance of single-crystal elements
over dendritic ones. The total density of structures in the
facias is significantly reduced in comparison with both
healthy people and patients of other groups.
K e y w o r d s — saliva, crystallization, coronary artery
disease, ulcer disease.

I n t r o d uc t i o n

Diseases of the digestive system and cardiovascular system occupy an important place in the structure
of general morbidity, representing an important
economic, social and medical problem [1, 2, 6–9]. It
should be emphasized that the pathogenesis of isolated
coronary artery disease (CAD) and peptic ulcer
disease (PUD) has been studied in sufficient detail,
but mechanisms of their formation and development
of its combination are debatable [1–4, 6–9]. From
these positions, the disclosure of the metabolic shifts
accompanying this combined pathology is relevant
[1, 3, 4, 6, 9]. Taking into account the above mentioned, the purpose of this study was to investigate
the characteristics of saliva crystallization in comorbid
pathology of digestive and cardiovascular systems.

M at e r i a l a n d m e t h o d s

We collected saliva from 30 healthy people, 35
patients with isolated CAD, 48 — with UD, and 112
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— with their combination. The features of self-and
initiated crystal formation of these biological substrates were evaluated using a specialized system of
semi-quantitative parameters [5].
The diagnosis of CAD was established by the
clinical examination, as well as by instrumental methods (ECG registration at rest and during exercise, daily
monitoring of the ECG by Holter, echocardiography).
Angina pectoris of I FC was diagnosed in 45 examined
patients (40.2%), angina pectoris of II FC — in 67
(59.8%). The duration of the history of CAD ranged
from 2 to 8 years. In the anamnesis of 29 patients
(25.8%), there was a history of myocardial infarction
more than 2 years ago. During the study, 94 patients
(83.9%) had peptic ulcer disease in remission, 18 — in
the acute stage (16.1%). The diagnosis of peptic ulcer
disease was verified by gastroduodenoscopy. In 83
patients (74.1%), duodenal ulcer was confirmed, in 29
(25.9%) — gastric ulcer. For the diagnosis of helicobacteriosis, a biopsy method and a serological blood
test were used.
Statistical processing of the results was performed
using variation statistics algorithms using Microsoft
Excel 2007 and Statistica 6.1 for Windows.

R e s u lt s

The study of the free crystal formation of saliva
in patients with combined ischemic heart disease
and gastric ulcer disease allowed us to establish the
following patterns. The discrete part of all samples is
represented by amorphous bodies and single-crystal
elements, and the extremely high density of crystallization centers in the samples is noteworthy. Numerous destroyed and altered structures are noted. The
marginal zone is expressed along the entire perimeter
of dried specimens.
The visuametric analysis of saliva crystalloscopic
facias also demonstrated the formation of a new
pathological pattern, a combined pathology, which
is different from the symptoms of the single diseases
and is not their algebraic mean (Fig. 1). It was found
that for patients with only gastric ulcer disease, the
transformation of the crystalloscopic picture of saliva
includes a moderate inhibition of structure formation,
manifested in an increase in the proportion of singlecrystal elements in the facias.
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Fig. 1. V isuametry of oral fluid facias in healthy people
and patients with ulcer disease (UD), coronary artery
disease (CAD) and combined pathology (UD+CAD)
Cr — crystallizability, SI — structure index, FDD —
facia destruction degree, MB — clearity of margina
l belt; * — statistical value of differences to healthy
people is p<0.05

This is indicated by a pronounced drop in the
level of the structural index combined with a minimal increase in crystallizability. In the presence of
only ischemic heart disease, a moderate drop in saliva
crystallizability was observed in combination with a
similar, but smaller modulating change in the index of
the structure of the biological environment relative to
patients with isolated gastric ulcer. It should be noted
that in the dried samples of oral fluid of this contingent of patients, the destruction of elements was more
pronounced than only in gastroduodenal ulcerogenesis. In addition, the representatives of this group were
found to have the minimum diameter of the marginal
zone of the facia.

Conclusion

Based on the performed studies, it was shown that
the most significant shifts in the crystal formation of
oral fluid were detected in patients with a combination
of coronary artery disease and gastric ulcer. Thus, the
crystallograms of these patients are characterized by a
clearly visible predominance of single-crystal elements
over dendritic ones. The total density of structures in
the facias is significantly reduced in comparison with
both healthy people and patients of other groups. The
severity and depth of metabolic disorders occurring in
the oral fluid of patients with combined pathology is
additionally indicated by the subtotal destruction of
the structural elements of the facias.
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